Inside Australia's Climate Emergency: Tasmania’s Dead Sea
by Adam Morton
Feb. 23, 2020 – The ocean around southern Australia is a global heating hotspot.  One man has watched entire sea forests disappear in his lifetime.
There are few places in the world where you can dive among giant kelp forests like those that used to flourish along the Tasmanian east coast.  Growing up to 40 meters from the ocean floor, the forests protected a vibrant ecosystem of sponge garden, fur seals, crayfish, weedy sea dragons, and countless fish species.
Mick Baron, a dive instructor and trained biologist, has watched them disappear.  The forests started to die in the north of Tasmania in the 1960s.  Baron first noticed them vanishing from Deep Glen Bay, a short boat ride north-east of his dive center at Eaglehawk Neck, in the late 1990s.
The sea along the Tasmanian east coast is a global heating hotspot.  Temperatures there have risen at nearly 4 times the global average.  They are about 2°C hotter than a little over a century ago.
Warm water pushed down the coast by the east Australian current has stripped the area of nutrients, brought new marine species, and killed more than 95% of the giant kelp.  The impact on local ecosystems and fisheries has been severe.
“Our whole ocean has effectively shifted to the south,” Baron says.
Ocean temperatures vary less than those on land and aquatic species are not adept at adjusting to rapid shifts.  In Tasmania, this has been exacerbated by extreme marine heat waves in 3 of the past 5 years.
Scientists have linked the heat waves to rising greenhouse gas emissions.
Cayne Layton, a marine ecologist at the University of Tasmania’s institute for marine and Antarctic studies, says the fallout has made the Australian state a “sad poster child” for global climate change.  “It’s one of the worst, if not the worst, place in the world for kelp forest loss,” he says.  “The composition of the ocean community has nearly completely changed.”
During a marine heat wave, some areas can be almost 3°C warmer than they were 25 years ago.  This map [see original URL] shows the average sea surface temperature in the summer of 1993-94, with an average across the whole region of 15.8°C.  This compares with an average of 18.4°C for the summer of 2015-16
Part of the change is basic chemistry: warm water has fewer nutrients than cool water.  And kelp forests, which do not have roots, need nutrient-rich water to grow.
The warmer water also brought new species like the long-spined sea urchin. 
Scientists found a nearly 50% increase in urchin numbers in Tasmanian rocky reef habitat over the 15 years to 2016, equivalent to 200,000 additional urchins along the coast each year.  The urchins, Baron says, have left the ocean floor “like an asphalt driveway”.
Tasmanian waters are also now home to species of kingfish, snapper and octopus that have migrated south from New South Wales.  Numbers of once prevalent species have been significantly reduced.
The state’s huge abalone industry has been forced to reduce its catch by about 40% since 2016, due to the impact of higher temperatures and over-fishing.  Some say a larger reduction is needed to give the abalone population a chance to recover.
Crayfish, or rock lobsters, which lived in the kelp forests, have been similarly affected.  Pacific oyster stocks have been hit by Pacific oyster mortality syndrome, a fast-acting virus that takes hold when the mollusk is stressed by higher water temperatures.  Some oyster farms lost their entire stock.  Alistair Hobday, a CSIRO senior principal research scientist, says: “It is frustrating, as people feel powerless.”
Adaptation programs offer some hope.  For example, a selective breeding program for a resistant oyster has helped that industry recover.  “But we need the research and regulatory support to develop solutions,” Hobday says.
Baron says there is still beauty to be found along the Tasmanian east coast, but the “3-dimensional” perspective of swimming in giant forests has gone.
Scientists are working to develop strains of giant kelp that can thrive in warmer water.  But even if it is successful, they say it will not replace what was lost. 
Baron’s voice cracks when he considers that his 2 young grandchildren won’t be able to experience what he grew up with.  “It’s distressing,” he says.  “This is the cost of climate change.”
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